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MILAN— We are pleased to announce that artist Peter de Cupere is for the second year
nominated for the 2018 Art and Olfaction Awards, which we made public in a special press
event at Esxence, in Milan, on April 5, 2018.

  

With the work Smoke Flowers Peter de Cupere made once more a statement to the society. “M
oved by the abusive impact that modern industry and contemporary lifestyles have on nature's
purity, the artist has managed to conjure real flowers to regurgitate the fumes of industrial
pollution
”
.
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SMOKE FLOWERS nominated for the 2018 Art and Olfaction Awards

  In Smoke Flowers, artist Peter de Cupere lets big and small flowers take revenge on the humanpopulation by regurgitating industrial air pollution. It is not what one would expect from the sightof these delicate flowers. Flowers do still give the world a bit of color, lushness, efflorescenceand - typically - they smell delightful.  All this beauty melts like snow before the sun at the sight of the Smoke Flowers. The work itselfhas a dreary quality and at the same time is very poetic. Spectators are transfixed by the littleflowers which spit out a hint of smoke every now and then, emitting the scent of air pollution.Yet the spectator has to put in effort and has to come near to the flowers. They have to benddown, be attentive, look back and once again look attentively at the abundance of nature to thenexperience, unexpectedly, this poetic occurrence of smoke coming out of a flower. Realizingthat the hint of smoke contains the scent of intense air pollution and not the pleasant scent of aflower, the spectator is forced to question, reflect and go back to nature. The fragrance of thepolluted air was created by the IFF Research Lab.  The work criticizes our social attitude towards the urban and industrial pollution. It beseeches usto reflect on air pollution for not only do we as people suffer from it, but nature too is a victim.  Project lead: Peter de CuperePerfumers: Fragrances created and supported by  IFF Research lab , Bernardo Fleming,Meahb Mc Curtin, Laura French, Gregoire Hausson, Marine Hetheier  Exhibition: Command-Alternative- Escape, a site specific group show coinciding with the 57thVenice Art Biennial Curators of the work in the exhibition: Natasha Pradhan, Venetia Baker and MarcellaMalerba  Release: May 6, 2017 at Gardens of Spazio Thetis in the Arsenale, Venice, ITWebsite: www.peterdecupere.net  IFF:  www.iff.com  Awarded to just four perfumes, one experimental scent project and two special awards — theAftel Award and the Contribution to Scent Culture — a year, The Art and Olfaction Awardsare designed to raise public interest and awareness around new developments in independentperfumery. The Awards, established in 2014 by the Institute for Art and Olfaction, are given tooutstanding creators in the categories of independent, artisan, and experimental perfume fromacross the globe, chosen for perfumes released in 2017.  The fifth annual Art and Olfaction Awards events will take place in a public ceremony at TheTabernacle. Continuing the tradition of holding the awards in unique locations in differentperfume capitals of the world, the Tabernacle is a Grade II-listed building in Powis Square,Notting Hill, west London, England, built in 1887as a church and converted into an arts center in the 1970s.  Each Art and Olfaction Award winner will receive The Golden Pear, which continues to cementits status as a prestigious achievement in the perfume world.  As with past years, our panel of esteemed judges includes luminaries from the perfume and artworlds. The members of the Art and Olfaction Awards 2018 jury include:  Andy Tauer(Switzerland), Antonio Gardoni (Italy), Christopher Gordon (USA), Grant Osborne (UK), HaraldLubner (Germany), Josh Meyer (USA), Sarah McCartney (UK), Andreas Wilhelm (Switzerland),Bibiana Prival (USA), Dana El Masri (Canada), Dawn Spencer Hurwitz (USA), Matthias Janke(Germany), Ulrike Knöll (Germany), Spyros Drosopoulos (Netherlands), Cristiano Canali(France/Italy), Denyse Beaulieu (France), Helder Suffenplan (Germany), Jeanne Doré (France),Katie Puckrik (England), Luca Turin (Greece), Mark Behnke (USA), Ashraf Osman(Switzerland), Caro Verbeek (The Netherlands), Darin Klein (USA), Sarah Baker (England),Simon Niedenthal (Sweden)  Zoe Crosher (USA), Frederic Jacques (USA), Hall Newbegin (USA), Mandy Aftel (USA)       The Art and Olfaction Awards was founded in 2012 as an independent awards mechanismdesigned to celebrate innovation and excellence in artisan and independent perfume, andexperimentation in scent within arts practices. The Art and Olfaction Awards are a program ofThe Institute for Art and Olfaction, a 501(c)3 non-profit based in Los Angeles, CA.  The Art and Olfaction Awards could not exist without the generous support of our partners atLucky Scent / Scent Bar, Pochpac, Perfumers Apprentice, Esxence, Barrister and Mann, AftelierPerfumes, Nez – La Revue Olfactive, Basenotes, ÇaFleureBon, AutumnSeventy, PerfumedPlume Awards.    The Institute for Art and Olfaction is a 501(c)3 non-profit based in Los Angeles, CA. TheInstitute for Art and Olfaction advances public and artistic engagement with scent.We do this by initiating and supporting arts projects that utilize the medium of scent, byproviding accessible and affordable education in our experimental laboratory as well as inpartnership with institutions and community groups, and by celebrating excellence inindependent and artisan perfumery through our yearly award mechanism, The Art and OlfactionAwards.Through these efforts, we extend the world of scent beyond its traditional boundaries ofappreciation and use.  MORE INFORMATION:http://artandolfactionawards.com/http://artandolfaction.com/  For press inquiries please contact:  Maxwell Williams, Press and Communications Officer  maxwell@artandolfaction.com  - 213-271-6145
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